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				A learning experience that’s

seriously playful.

		

			

	
		
			 
				With global success, TetraMap is the learning experience that encourages potential and strengthens leaders and teams.  

A simple approach that builds trust, develops empathy and collaborative relationships.


						
				

Activate the power of difference for a better world

As we learn to understand and appreciate our differences more, we create more strength in our relationships. Through this core belief, TetraMap is striving to build a better world.

We help people, teams, organisations, and communities learn to build, strengthen and evolve relationships – to communicate, collaborate, solve challenges, and perform together.

We offer you a firm foundation for understanding your nature and the nature of others. Learning unfolds quickly as people gain new insights into themselves, others, and the world around them too. And have fun along the way!

Witness the impact, as you encounter engaging and transformational learning. Activate the power of difference to help create a better world – for everyone.
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Starting your journey with TetraMap

 





“Intuitive and insightful”

Introducing TetraMap is straightforward.  Each TetraMap learning experience is led by a Certified TetraMap Facilitator.

You can start with a fun and engaging workshop designed to get people communicating and collaborating better. We can help you find a facilitator in your region.

If for now, you’d like a conversation to learn more then get in touch. Whatever you choose, we’re here to help!



Contact Us
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Certify with TetraMap





“Learn today, facilitate tomorrow”

Experience the powerful impact of TetraMap and empower others to do the same! Choose from an in-person or digital program and learn how TetraMap enables you to facilitate interactive, engaging and fun learning environments.

Our certification programme offers trainers and coaches a learning pathway to facilitate transformational learning experiences using TetraMap® at the core.

You’ll leave ready to create a lasting impact on those around you.

Course Calendar Read More
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Unlock the Ultimate Facilitator Toolkit!

“Everything you need to make your sessions shine!”

Step into the world of TetraMap facilitation equipped with an extensive library of print and digital resources, designed to support you in delivering outstanding sessions, online and in person.

Each resource includes a comprehensive facilitator guide, interactive activities and PowerPoint presentations – all you need to captivate your audience and facilitate an engaging, transformational experience from the get-go! Plus, our state-of-the art Digital Suite offers immense value. Discover the true value of TetraMap and make your sessions shine!

Read More
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Developing Teams







“TetraMap helped us to get to results quickly”

TetraMap helps to build self and team esteem and offers teams a common language and a safe learning environment. Empowering teams to perform is at the heart of what we do, improving communication and breaking down internal silos. 

We offer a range of learning solutions that support each stage of a team’s evolution. From unlocking great communication and mapping team culture to engaging in planning and action and everything in between, we can help.



Read case study
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Better Leadership Opportunities







“As a leader, it’s got easier”

Leadership begins with understanding your natural strengths. Everyone has the opportunity to extend their leadership capabilities, which starts with self.

The TetraMap of Leadership® is an accessible learning framework that helps people to develop leadership capabilities across four core themes of Courage, Wisdom, Compassion and Inspiration.

Whether you’re interested in a leadership team development intervention or a coaching approach, the TetraMap of Leadership offers a powerful development framework.



Read more
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“It requires only a couple of hours of your time, yet the benefits will last you a lifetime “

TetraMap Discovery is an online personal development course designed to help individuals and their families understand and apply TetraMap in their personal lives. Individuals will gain valuable insights into their own communication and behaviour styles, helping them to better understand themselves and those around them.

It’s been designed with personal relationships in mind.

Visit our Discovery site

 



If you found this useful please share the article


			

		

	


			
			
					Janice Aldridge in 2023
"I did my TetraMap training with Kataraina Pipi in 2008 and this was one of the most valuable trainings I have received in all my years as a Social Worker. Nga mihi ki a koe whaea."






	Anonymous comment, organisation who began using TetraMap in 2023
“Our two departments who used the materials found it accessible, insightful, and memorable and has already resulted in positive changes within each team.”






	Unknown – Facilitator
"Explore multiple perspectives to understanding people, identify opportunities or solve problems"






	Unknown – Facilitator
"It helped me connect with all people better in every area of my life."






	Workshop Participant, UK
"It is a really great tool to understand yourself and, more importantly, actually use the simple descriptors to change how you approach your own work, influence people etc etc. I have done Myers Briggs, Belbin and several others before and have found them very interesting for myself but virtually impossible to apply in any practical way."







 
 
 
 

			

		

					
				Recent Posts
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											TetraMap launches in Vietnam.

											March 27, 2024 - Louise											Over 100 participants gathered to explore and experience TetraMap and the TetraPath of Learning, in a signature style fun-filled launch learning event. 

										

										Read More

										


									

																	
										[image: ]										
											How TetraMap Catalyses Team Effectiveness?

											March 5, 2024 - TetraMap_Admin											Written by TetraMap Facilitator Ian Blackwell who is an executive coach working for a large multi-national pharmaceutical company based in the UK. His role is to coach, lead and facilitate Team Effectiveness (TE) across several high-profile leadership teams as well as executional teams including aseptic ways of working.
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											20 Years and still going strong

											February 12, 2024 - Louise											Today marks 20 years since I became a Certified TetraMap Facilitator. And, being someone who loves a metaphor, I wondered if my relationship with TetraMap was like a marriage, and what symbolic meaning I could find.
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				Our Cookie Policy			

		

		

				
			We use cookies to personalise content and provide functionality to the user. We also use them to analyse traffic. We do not share this information with third parties, or social media. You consent to our cookies if you continue to use this website.

For our Privacy Policy click here 

and our Terms and Conditions click here.
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